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"Nunc primuia ee in vetere comoedia, sed non tamquam in-
ciperet, ostendit. Non illi vis, non granditaa, non aubtili-
tas, non amaritudo, non dulcedo, non lepos defuit; ornavlt
virtutee, insectatua eat vitia, fictia nominlbua decenter.
yeria uaua eat apte t w (Pliny, Ep., 6,21.)
Thua Pliny the Younger writes to his' friend Caninius In
praise of a comedy which had recently (106/7 A. D.) been
read to a eroup of friends by the poet Vergil iua Romanus.
The commendation expreened in the last two clauses makes it
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clear that there was recognized by literary critics a proper
use of personal names in comedy, which the playwright ought
to be careful to observe, and that this was no minor con-
sideration we might perhaps fairly conclude from the fact
that such appropriate employment of personal names on the
part of Vergilius is the only point of purely dramatic
1.
technique upon which Pliny specifically touches.
********&
1. Buchner, ad log . , quoted in Cortiua's ed. of Pliny,
and
7
apparently after him,Ribbeck, Ro». Pichtung, 3, 392,
seem to have a somewhat different interpretation in mind,
namely, that Pliny is praising Vergilius for the proper and
apt use of real and feigned names of living men^.e.. , "Wahre
und erdichtete Namen lebender Pereonlichkeiten, " as Ribbecfc
expresses it. However it is not altogether clear what "er-
dichtete Namen lebender Personlichkeiten" means, unless
thereby we are to understand that some contemporaries were
portrayed so graphically that the sagacious could easily
recognize theiu even under the disguise of an invented name.
Now it is evident that Vergil i^us is imitating Aristophanes;
therefore in using personal names decenter, i..e. , "as he
ought" ("ut decet"), he must be following the usage of Aristo-
phanes, who employed both vera and f icta nomina, the former
being obviously the true names of real persons, as Socrates
and Cleon, the latter invented names of wholly fictitious
characters, as Strepsiades and Philocleon. These are certain-
ly the two main types of names in Aristophanes, and the
instances in which he may possibly have described real in-
dividuals under invented names are so rare, even if we grant
the possibility of some, that Pliny can scarcely have been
referring to so inconspicious a matter of technique in his
brief appreciation.
A certain appropriateness, then, we may feel sure, was
locked for by literary critics in the choice of names in
Aristophanes. The precise character and limitations of this
appropriateness it is not our problem now to determine. We
are concerned merely with the establishment of the fact for
its bearing upon similar conditions in the New Comedy, and
especially Terence.

3This ie indeed evidence only for the Old Comedy; but
it is natural to expect this technique to have been inherited
by the authors of the Middle and the New Comedy. That this is
true, we know from Donatus' commentary on Terence. "Nomina
personarum, in comoediie dumtaxat, habere debent rationed et
etymologiam. Etenim absurdum est comicum <cum) apte argumenta
confinsrat, vel nomen personae inconeruum dare, vel officiurn
1.
quod sit a nomine diversum." Donatus, it will be observed,
expressly requires of a comic poet the use of the appropriate
or significant name, i..e. , one congruous with the role, or
in other words, one which suggests the characteristic features
of personality, if the r6le is elaborated enough to enable
individuality to be stressed, and if not, one which at any
rate ie not inappropriate for the class or type to which the
persona belongs. And the reason which Donatus giveB for such
a requirement is sound. Taking for granted the all but uni-
versal feeling regarding the appropriateness of the relation
which should subsist between personal names and characters,
situations, and actions, a feeling which we briefly designate
as that of the "omen nomen " , it would be absurd if the poet,
who obviously invents his plot, should give to his personae
2.
unsuitable names, or roles at variance with their names.
**********
1. Don. on Ad., v. 26. It should also be noted that
Donatus occasionally refers to suggested meanings or associa-
tions of names, which indicate the exiHtence of some views of
the same nature about their appropriateness, as, for example,
in the case of the name Phormio . Theae will be taken up in
the dincussion of the separate names.
3. Cf. Leasing, St. 90, footnote. These are not two
reasons, but only one looked at in two ways, as either (1)
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We may confidently assert, then, that in the technique of the
comic writers no little attention was given to the selection
of precisely such names as would indicate those character-
istics of the dramatis peraonae , which the poet wished to
emphasize
.
This tradition regarding such a technical requirement
can be traced back to Aristotle, who lived to witness the be-
1
ginnings of the New Comedy. In the ninth chapter of the
Poetics he discusses the use of names by dramatists. Poetry
differs from history, he argues, in that it seeks to general-
ize rather than to particularize. This was clear in the case
of Comedy, for the comic writers were wont to fashion a plot
out of probabilities, and to chose and assign to the charac-
ters significant names. This method is distinguished, further,
from that of the historians, who deal with real persons under
their true names, personalities and actions, and also from
that of the satirists p©*r©cex ) t who choose real persons,
give them real or feigrned names, and caricature and inveigh
2.
against their individual characteristics*. Aristotle,
*********
the character and action are fixed first, and then the name
adapted to it, or (3) the name is decided upon first, and
the character and action determined thereby. In actual com-
position it is not unlikely that the r61e was determined in
broad outlines first, and then an appropriate name selected,
which in its turn came then to exercise a regulative in-
fluence upon the nature of the minor incidents in the elabor-
ation of the r61e.
h. Christ-Schmid : Aristotle died 322 B. C, Middle
Comedy, 406 - 336, New Comedy, 336 -
, Menandcr's first
appearance, 334 B. C.
2. hib KdA <$iAo<jo $<cTfcQev K<vl woo Sou ote^ov iroin^'S isto^iivs
(rc^^ou'vei ri "tr&drrTeiv k<xt> to eko") ^ to cs\<\ ^ KcxVo v ,

5accordingly, was acquainted with, if he did not actually
formulate the principle, which of oourse was deduced from the
more or lees instinctive practice of the playwright o them-..
1.
selves, that only appropriate names were suitable for comedy;
and the importance which he attached to the consideration may
be inferred from the fact that he utilizes it as one of the
criteria in differentiating history, tragedy, comedy and
satire. This interpretation was first given a truly classic
expression by Leasing: "Die Komodie gab ihren Personen Namen,
welche, vermoge ihrer grammat i schen Ableitung und Zusammen-
3etzung, Oder auch sonstigen Bedeutung, die Beschaf fenheit
dieser Personen ausdruckten: mit einem Worte, sie gab ihnen
redende Namen; Namen, die man nur horen durfts, um aoglelch
**********
ov ^CO °X.'*% er '* x- n Troi'rion «j oyoja-o-t-cl t tr \ t i Q ey^e vry . To 6<£- K<v©'
t'KOsTTov
,
T( */\ A K»ft »<*.S*>^ £TT(i<\^v r\ T\ £.tT(\6q\- . etrcyLtv
Ouv -r^s Koftcv6»Vs vi<5n to5to 5f) \ov ysyove-v. <5" u <s Tv(<ro\v Tes
yt\£
"
r^ v
^
M-COov 8»X
f
T<£v t'lRoTojv fuToi Tex. TO ^ovrx. 6vo|/u**TCL
0TTOTi$fc<x<nv
,
Kcxl Oo^ c^>«rTT<^e ol ) <X|v ^>o tto » ol 7T& £ t T&v
K(s^>' ^kcxttov ttolooctiv. (1451b , ed. Bywater.) For ourw
Butcher conjectures 06 on the evidence of nequaquam in the
Latin translation of the Arabic text (Margoliouth, Analecta,
p. 58). This reading gives the meaning, "names not chosen by
chance", !Ue. , "characteristic or appropriate names", as
Butcher expresses it (p. 377). This earns interpretation is
given to the vulgate reading by Leasing, Ritter, and Bywater;
other translations are: Didbt ed.
,
evidently following Ritter,
"nomina pro arbitrio"; Dacier, "tela noms qu'il leur plait";
Curtius, "willkuhrliche Namen"; Stahr, "Sinnbezeichnende Namen;"
Ueberweg, "beliebige Namen"; Margoliouth, "casual names"; ibid,
"nequaquam quaelibet nomina" (from the Arabic version). There
is a possibility that f*rx^veiv may be used here in ita proper
original sense of "hit, atrike" (cf, "make a hit", "hit off"),
as names that "hit a person off", i.e., "8triking namea".
(S#« Liddail and Scott, s .v
. ,
II, 4.7 At all events, I feel no
doubt but what Aristotle had in mind the use of appropriate
namea in comedy, and this passage, as it atanda in the vulgate,
is evidence of such a technique already developed in his time.
1. This is further evidence for the interpretation of
the passage in Pliny which haa been given above.
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zu wissen, von welcher/Art die sein wurden, die aie fuhren.
We have, thus, excellent if not voluminous evidence
attesting the existence in antiquity, and from a relatively
early period also, of a tradition of literary criticism which
required of comic playwrights the careful selection of signi-
ficant names. The question naturally arises next as to the
manner or degree in which this principle of technique was
employed by the individual comic writers, for it is obvious
that, even granted the principle , notable variety in its ap-
plication may be found among artists who had different tem-
peraments, and stressed different artistic values. It is the
purpose of this investigation to seek an answer to this question
3.
for Terence.#*** + ***
1. 0p_. cit . Starkie (ed. Aristoph., Clouds, p.xlvi.)
refers to this passage, "where he ^Leasing} seeks to show,
as against Aristotle, that Attic Comedy, even from its first
origin, aimed at rising from the particular to the general
and endeavored to indicate this 'general 1 by means of signi-
ficant names." This is a strange statement to make in the
face of Leasing' s own words, after he has quoted Donatus and
restated his view: "Ich will mich bei einer so bekannten
Sache mich verweilen: aber wundern muss ich mich wie die
Auslegeji des Aristoteles sich ihrer glelch da nioht errinnern
konnen, wo Aristoteles so unwidersprechlich auf sie verweiaet."
Cf. in addition, Ritt er ' s note ad loc . , " -r* to^oy-to 6vo>x<xt(\,
ea sunt nomina quae pro arbitrio peraonis suia poeta subiicit;
. . . haec nomina comoediarum scriptores peraonia suis ita ad-
plicant sive subiicunt ut nomina moribus respondeant .
"
2. Terence has been chosen primarily because we have his
complete work; it is of moderate compass; notable aids in the
form of ancient criticism are available for determining his
technique in this regard; and finally because we should ex-
pect Tersnce to be more precise and consistent in the obser-
vance of such matters of technique than more original geniuses.
It is planned to extend this atudy, if it shall prove to have
been successfully initiated, to Plautus, Merander, and
Aristophanes, for whom some considerable collections have
already been made, and eventually, perhaps, even to other yevr^
.

Of course, many scholar a have noticed and commented upon
the significant name or "der redende Name" in Comedy, but the
opinions expressed are frequently diverse and often flatly
contradictory, a condition which obtains, because, though
often touched upon in general and occasionally treated in
detail, the questions involved have never yet, to our know-
ledge, been subjected to a detailed and systematic investigation.
Students of Terence may be divided into three groups, according
to whether they reject the principle, accept it with limitations
or accept it unreservedly. As a typical expression of the sen-
timent of the first group, let us quote the words of a recent
American editor, Professor Sturtevant : "Some may miss a refer-
ence to the matter of 'redende Namen', but the editor doubts
1.
whether there are any such in Terence." The attitude of the
second group is well expressed by Professor Fairclough: "The
character names are all 'rreek, and while some are etymologi-
cally indicative of the parts played by their owners, others
probably have a merely traditional significance, derived from
2.
frequent use in the New Comedy. A good statement of the
**********
1. Pref., p. 6. Similarly, Gray, p. 68; Sloman, p.xvii;
Freeman and Sloman, p.xvii. Cf. the peculiar view of Gatzert
(p.l), "Eligunt igitur nomina Attica tam volgata ut nemo civis
Atheniensis comoediae personae nomine se a poeta peti credere
possit." This opinion seems to be related in manner to Buch-
ner's and Ribbeck'a interpretation of the passage in Pliny
quoted above.
3. fid. of the Andria, p. 69. Similarly, Ashmore, p. 4 of
the notes. This somewhat qualified statement goes back at least
as far as Schlegel ,p frequent use of the same name, and
those too in part expressive of character." Cf. also Lorenz,
Plautus, M. G., p. 3; Fay, Most., p. 64, who treats some of the
names in detail as tell-tale names, but others not at all;
Sellar, p. 315$ Poland, who argues for merely type-names in
Terence, following closely Menander.
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position of the third group ia that of Pziat zko-Kauer
:
"Die Peraonennamen Bind durchweg dem Griechiachen entlehnt
und so gewahlt , daas je die Grundbedeutung des Wortes eine
ausaere Oder innere Beziehung zur Rolle hat ('oprechende
1.
Namen 1 )."
And yet none of theae scholars haa sy atemat ically in-
vestigated the problems here raised, although it ia more than
twenty years since Dieterich called for just such a study:
"Es ware hochst lehrreich zu untersuchen wie welt [sich] noch
in der Namon der Peraonen in der Komodie die zu Tell redende
Namen sind.,
. ? (p. 45) . It ia true, Friedrich Hitachi made the
names
first comprehensive list of Plautine^ with occasional discus-
sions of their formation and meaning, as a sort of supplement
to Pape's Worterbuch der Griechiachen Eigennamen (1843). There
is also Fick-Bechtel ' s valuable work on the etymology and
formation of Greek personal names, now supplemented by Bechtel's
new work, Namenstudien
,
Halle, 1917, a copy of which I have
been unable to secure. Schmidt (see bibliography) has made a
detailed study of the names in Plautus, but not with any
special reference to the roles which the characters play.
**********
1. P. 26. Cf. Dziatzko-Hauler
,
p. 87: w Sie <^die Personen-
namen der Pall iat komodie) aind in ganzen aus dem Vorrat ge-
brauchllcher Namen so gewahlt, seltener frei so geb.ildet,
dass ihre Grundbedeutung, wenn nicht dem besonderen Charakter
der Rolle in einzelnen Stiicke, so doch dem der Rollengattung
im allgemeinen entspricht (sog. ' aprechende Namen' )."
Similarly, Spengel
,
And., p.xiii, Ad., p. 161; Elmer, p. 74;
Laming, p. 69. Ellius (1741), Schmieder (1794), Rosalus (1830),
Giles (1837) each gives a ratio nominum . Cf . in addition,
Munro, on the Iliad, T 39; Peppier, p. 49; Leo, p. 108; Pibbeck,
0£« Pit . , p. 66; McCartney, p. 344, 349.

9Although Koenig's Prosrrarcm is criticized because it seeka
1.
to find "redende Naraen uberall", yet it does not reach many
valuable results for the purpose of this inquiry. Czatzert's
dissertation is likewise chiefly an onomatological study of
the names in Attic Comedy , and makes no attempt to examine
their usage in connection with the ro^les.
The purpose of this thesis is to apply what may perhaps
with due modesty be styled a new method to the study of the
problem. We shall first examine the characters in each play,
seeking to define them (l) as types, and (2) as individuals,
in so far as, within the type or class, they are noticeably
differentiated by means of special or peculiar characteristics.
Secondly, we shall endeavor to find the precise etymological
meaning of the names, always bearing in mind the possibility
of folk-etymologies, and word playe which may often enough
have little or no actual relation to the correct original
significance, and looking carefully for hints from the poet
as to his interpretation of the sense of the name. Finally,
we shall compare the names with the characters. By the ap-
plication of this method, we hope to discover whether the poet
chose designations to fit the rSle of his personae , and if so,
whether the names are appropriate to the characters merely as
types, or also as individuals, and in either case, to determine
the nature and degree of the appropriateness.
* *********
1. Schmidt, p. 173.

Owing to limitations of time, after orienting myself
in the general subject and the special literature, and col-
lecting the material for the six plays, I have beer able
to complete only the introduction, and the treatment of the
Phormio. Unless otherwise indicated, the text used is that
of Dziatzko, Leipzig, 1884. I have followed his order of
dramat is EfXejanajL* and added, in the sequence in which they
are first mentioned, the mutae personae
.

XL
PHORMIO
DAVOS. This is the name of a slave, introduced as a
1.
ttqoVcottov -n^oTat i kok , to serve with Geta in the expository
dialogue. His character is, of course, but slightly indicated;
he is honest and proud of it(vv. 38; 60sqq.), full of wise
saws (vv. 5Bsq., 77sqq. ) , and is an alert and sympathetic
2.
interlocutor (vv. 144sqq.). He exhibits the normal moral
reactions towards Demipho's greed (vv . 69sq.), and the audacla
3.
of Phormio's scheme (v. 134). He seems to expect that Demi-
pho would forgive his son even if he did marry during his
absence a poor but respectable girl of good Attic family,
which is certainly not a cynical attitude of mind (v. ISO).
Finally, he takes bin departure with the full formality of a
gentleman (v. 151).
The Greek form of the name IsAaos, a tribal designation
for a member of that race which lived north and west of the
Danube. The name of the country appears as Dacia in Latin,
accounted for by the analogy : AoLo i : Daci :: fe^ov : Graeci,
* * * * * * *
1. Don. on v. 35.
2. Idem on v. 144: "moraliter quaerit volens ... maxime
quia haec interrogatio responsionem elicit qua spectator in-
struitur ad cognoscenda cetera."
3. Idem on v. 134: "hoc est mlnime iocularem."
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1.
hence Dacia : : Graecia; and the slave name Aao$ appears
2.
as Davoa on the analogy : o> o v : ovom. Strabo tells us (304)
that the race of the Aaoi, later called Aawoi, which dwelt
upon the north hank of the Danube west of the Tertvi, whose
confines touched the Black Sea, was the source of the slave
name A £05 among the Athenians. He denies that this name was
derived from the Scythian race of the A<x<*i which Inhabited
the southeastern shore of the Caspian Sea, because he thinks
it highly improbable that slaves were brought from there to
3. '
Attica. At the time of the New Comedy, |laves from the ZWov
and Fe'rai were very numerous in Athene. Menander is the first
to use Aaos as a personal name, which undoubtedly was derived
from the folkname according to the Athenian custom.
Inasmuch as Davos, because of his very limited role, has
no marked individuality, his can be nothing more than a type-
name. According to the slight but unequivocal evidence, he is
**** ** *****
1. Kretschmer, p. 214; "dieae C»leichung 1st sprachlich
gewise richtic?", Brandis, in Pauly-Fissowa, a. v. Dacia.
2. Priecian, VI, 13, 63: "Excipitur hie et haec bos bovis,
quod ideo aosumit genitive u loco digamma, quia Aeoles quoque
solent inter duas voealeB eiusdem dictionie digamma ponere,
quos.in multis nos sequimur , o p 1 s ovis,A£fos Davos, u>pov ovom.
3. Salmasiua (Ex., pp. 550sq.) argues against thie state-
ment of Strabo, asserting that AcLos is a folkname from the
race of the A<vou , which lived east of the Caspian Sea, was
subjugated by Alexander the Great, and brought to Athens in
large numbers as slaves. Grasberger (p. 42) seems to follow
Salmasiua, but writes ASL©i for AoCat. I am not led by a mere
unsupported assertion to reject Strabo' s very reasonable
statement
.
4. The obvious source of these slaves was capture in
war, and theft or purchase in time of peace. Niebuhr ,v.l 377
;
Richter, p. 51. But the latter' s statement that the Getae and
Davl were in ?-reat demand for heavy work, is not borne out by
sufficient evidence. In Terence, at any rate, the two Getas
in the Phormio and Adelphoe were certainly not farm, mill or
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3..
an honest slave, and conventionally moral. What significance
there is, lies in the connection with the character of Geta.
GETA. Amicus eummus meus gt popular! a Geta are the first
words of Davos as he appears on the stage. There is some dif-
ference of opinion in regard to the meaning of the word
popular Is. In certain connections it may mean either "fellow-
2. 3. 4.
slave", or "fellow-citizen", or fellow-countryman", and each of
these meanings in thie passage has been advocated by some
editors. Because the Greeks often failed to distinguished the
Aaovfrom thefeT^K, as was natural, indeed, since these races
6. 7.
spoke the same language, and were evidently closely related,
the meaning "fellow-countryman" is to be preferred. Moreover,
there is nothing in Terence, nor, as far as we can detect, in
Menander, to indicate that there was any discrimination be-
tween these two designations.
Geta is a slave who enjoyed a most unusual reputation
for trustworthiness. The most important evidence of this is
quarry slaves, nor was the Davoe of the Andria, while there is
no reason to think that the Davos of the Phormio is anything
but a city slave, in fairly comfortable circumstances.
1. In Menander* s Hero, Davos is a faithful slave; in the
Epitrepontes and Georges he is a country slave, dull witted in
the former, a phiioaophizer in the latter; in the Periceiromene
he is a would-be trickster. In a fr. of the New Comedy in Oxy-
rlnchus Papyri, IX, p. 150, Davos is a 3lave who is caught in
some machinations regarding an inheritance.
2. Elmer, Sloir.an, Dziat zko-Hauler , ad loc . , consider this
meaning as a posa ibility . Cf.Sallust, Cat., 22,24,52.
3^ Ashmore, who cf. Eun. 1031, Ad. 155; Fabia, Eun.on v. 1031.
4. Sargeaunt, Sloman, Bond & Walpole, Laming, Elmer, Dziat-
zko-Hauler. Cf. Eun. 10^1, Ad. 15b, Plautus ,Poen .1039 , Liv.,29,1,
5. Dio, 67,6.
6. Strabo, 305.
7. Dio, 51,22; 67,6; Justin, 25,13; Brandis, cp_._cit.
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the confidence hie master reposed in him, when he chose him
to look after his son Antipho, and, even more strikingly, the
confidence which his master's brother showed in entrusting to
his care his own son Ph^aedria, although his wife, the latter 'e
1 1 •
mother, was still living. (vv. 71sq.). Geta tries to be faith-
ful to his master, and also to the interests of the other old
man, but out of a perfectly understandable even if somewhat
human respect for his scapulae , he gives in to the whims of
the youns men, and does the best he can for them under the
circumstances
.
(vv . 75sqq. ) . Such conduct is not perhaps com-
mendable, but it is hard to condemn Geta outright. After all,
he could exert nothing but moral suasion, and was in fact as
well as in law the slave of his young master or masters.
Responsibility coupled with lack of authority is almoat cer-
tain to end disastrously. The real error was made by the
elder men who deliberately created a situation of such un-
stable equilibrium. When moral suasion failed and the young
men had recourse to (perfectly legal) beating, Geta may well
be pardoned for submitting to them, and cutting his garment
to the cloth.
The consequences of such a surrender cannot be escaped.
Upon his master's return, Geta is involved, in a situation for
which he is not responsible (vv. 122sqq., where the blame is
squarely put on Fhormio, who later accepts the full responsi-
bility, vv. 317sqq.). He says he is his only hope (v. 139),
*** *******
1. Ther^e ia no indication that Demipho'a wife, Antipho's
mother, was, living.
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and he could easily have packed up hie few belonging** , and
taken to hie heels (v. 190), had he not felt pity for Antipho,
and, out of genuine loyalty, resolved to help him (vv. 187sqq.).
He runt? a oericus personal risk, first for Antlpho's sake (vv.
219sqq., 247sqq.), then for Fhaedria's (vv. 542aqq.). His
loyalty to the young men, his own stake in the matter, the
exigences of the situation, are such that Geta can, in no
sense, be said to revel in wanton knavery, nor does he go
farther than is absolutely necessary (v. 683). He is at heart
an honest man, and only when compelled by circumstances, and a
serious conflict of duties (for a slave in his position was
subject to a divided loyalty; he was compelled to choose be-
tween loyalty to the father, and loyalty to the son, and he
makes it clear why he was constrained, partly by chance, and
partly by sympathy, to prefer loyalty to the young men) does
he embark upon a campaign of intrigue. It is true that the
Getas and the Davoses enjoyed a wide reputation for rascality.
But we must take issue with the statement that the Syruses
2.
were knaves of the same kidney ; for Syrus in the Heauton
Timorouuenos , enters upon his trickery wantonly, and without
3.
serious justification of any kind. All the evidence cited
above, and more, namely , the fact that Geta is, after all,
**********
1. Galen, I, 17: oy^oi^s tois vtto tou freVri<r-roo
^
Tfc' Tkti ko.1 r&-ra\<> , ooSev "n y© o ^ t v o i % o-cjuc-L irev £<v -y_6<xv
Ye-v^OLVtfV
,
cA T£\s cctt (v-ri\ ere to, v To V b fecr-rro fr\ v*, . . .
Legrand, tr., p. 105.
2. Idem,, p. 109.
3. As does also in part Syrus in the Adelphoe. See Henry,
p. 83.
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only an understudy to Phormic, who ie the arch-schemer (v. 330),
and the way in which Geta leaves the stage (v. 8£3), point to
the conclusion that Geta in not a wanton knave. There ie
indeed one passage which sounds like an exception, namely, a
brief monologue in which Geta says: "An quia quos fallam pro
uno duo sunt mi dati? Commcdius esse opinor duplici spe utier?
(vv. 603aq\. ). But, on the contrary, this is evidence of
sagacity and foresight; besides, it is perfectly human and not
wanton to feel pleasure in one's ability to extricate oneself
and another (Phaedria in this case) from a serious position.
As men are often known by the company they keep, so does
the character of Davos throw some light upon that of Geta.
The former is clearly an honest slave, and faithful to his
master; it is significant that hie friend should be called
Geta, a designation derived from the name of a race which was
related by customs, language, and undoubtedly national charac-
teristics. It would have been inappropriate to have given the
name Syrus to this slave; for the evidence points to a sub-
stantial difference in character between a Geta and a Syrus,
as we have already suggested, and as will be shown more fully
later on. Therefore, the conclusion of this study of Cavo3
and Geta is that the names, as used by Terence, are typical
of loyal and reasonably honest slaves, at least as straightfor-
ward as their masters, upon whom the ultimate responsibilities
1.
aust rest
.
***********
1. Geta is a faithful slave in the Adelphoe, Menander's
Hero, MieoumenOB (esp. fr. 341 K. ) , and fr.5$47 K. Davos is a
faithful slave in the Andria (esp. v. 310). Cf. note 1, p. 13.
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ANTIPHO. Love is one of the chief motifs of comedy,
1
.
and the typical young man ia a lover, but hie road to happi-
ness i» not an easy one. He is dull, resourceless , and with
little or no sense of humor, yet, withal, loyal in friendship
2.
as well as in lcve. Such is the type, but Antipho shows
marked variations therefrom. His love pangs are intense; he
is engulfed in gloom and despondency] his helplessness and
timidity are almost pathological; he has no mind of his own
(v. 824), and is unreasonably pessimistic (v. 696, 830). On
his first appearance, he bewails his own timidity, and bitter-
ly regrets hie action (vv . 153sqq). Fear drives his love out
of hie heart, and overmasters him. Elsewhere in comedy, love
is the master, and conflicts with obedience and filial re-
3.
spect . When Fhaedria tries to correct and console him, he
raises objections (vv . 173sqq.). At the crucial moment he
does not have the courage to face his own father, but runs off,
leaving his own case, and, even more disgracefully , the for-
tunes of his innocent wife, in the hands of others (v. 216).
When he returns (v. 465), he speaks very resolutely to himself
at first, but is soon downcast as a result of Geta's report
(v. 474). He brightens up momentarily (v. 478), but relapses
into his worries again (vv. 482sqq.), and, as usual, he ob-
jects vigorously (v. 506) when Phaedria tells him how fortun-
ate he is. He does, notwithstanding, display a little strength
***********
1. All the young men in Terence are in love, Chremes in
the Eunuchus, however, only when under the influence of wine.
2. See Henry, pp. 68sqq.
3. Legrand, tr., pp. 157 sqq.

of character in dealing with Dorio, and has even sufficient
presence of mind to recall the fact that a day had been set
for the payment (v. 523). This slight exhibition of energy,
however, has no result, and in the following scene (vv.534sqq.)
he is utterly dependent once more upon Geta (cf. v. 837).
Though his exit is very joyful, he soon reenters in fear and
trembling (v. 606), and is completely undone by Geta 1 a trick,
which, even when explained, only partially encourages him. At
his next appearance (v. 830), he is still pessimistic, though
he expresses joy at Phraedria's succese. Then when Geta comes
with the glad news (v. 841), Antipho is suspicious and dubious
at first, but finally consents to enjoy his own happiness
(v. 883).
It will be noted that the qualities most strongly stress-
ed are weakness, pessimism, and a singular facility in thinking
of objections to almost everything and everybody, including
himself. In ether respects, Antipho is like the average young
man of comedy.
The Greek form of the name in'AvTi^coY, composed ofayri ,
1.
"opposite", and -4>o>v% which is derived from the root^a., i_.e.,
* 3.
Indo-European bha. This root seems to be that of both the
words c^t-^ and <$r\u.i, but there is insufficient evidence to
prove that the rcots bha, "shine", and bha, "apeak", were
+ * + *** + **
1. Fick-Bechtel
, pp. 62sq: "Zur Bezeichnung des Gegen-
satzes." Walde, s.v.
,
*anti, locative of *ant, "frons".
Brugmann-Thumb
,
pT 449, cf. Goth, andawaurdi
,
"Gegenr.ede"
.
2. Curtius, p. 39G.
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1.
identical in primitive Indo-European. In fact it has been
augereat ed that the root-form of cfratvcois *bhe~ (cf. Old Bul-
2.
garian belu ). The Sanskrit does not help ua much, for the
word bhas-, "apeak" is derived from a root *bhels (cf . Cer-
3.
~~
™
man bellen, Lithuanian balsas
,
"voice"), and the word bhanat i
,
4.
"he speaks", points to a root *bhan- . What evidence there is,
then, seems to indicate a separate history for <t>c\>'voo and <4>n^-v-
We have seen that there is as much evidence to prove that
the root-meaning of the suffix -c^tovia "speak", as there is to
prove that it is "shine". Our problem, now, is to determine
from the Greek usage of such compounds what was the original
sense. On account of the feeling against ill-omened words,
it is probable that a Greek would not have named a child
"Back-talker"; but it is conceivable that a parent would
name the child Antipho, thinking of it in the sense of "one
5.
who shines opposite or in one's face"; but when that child
***** + ****
1. Curtius, I.e., followed by Perason, II, p. 569, note,
identifies *bha~, "shine", with *bhjT, "speak", but the evidence
is insufficient, and the burden of proof rests upon them.
2. Prellwitz, pp^ 76sq. ; Fick, Vgl. Worterb., I, p. 87:
"Beaser vielleicht bhe 7 "
3. Kluge, s.v. bell en; ?'ei£and, £.v. (root bhals ) ; Leo
Meyer seems to take this word, bhas, as related to ,
III, p. 352.
4. Boisacq, s.v. <J>n^i, Walde, a.. v. fabula, and Fick, op_.
clt
. ,
I, 68; 489; III, 256 derive bhanat i from radical *bhen:
bha\ But the weak grade of *bha would be'*bha, and a a in
Sanskrit is always i, never a or e. (Professor L. Bloomfield).
5. Cf . such compounds as these which show the root-form
4>af (cjxxpos) : (§a.vj 6<xp.o$ (Cyprus ) , <$au c5<xs (Te?ea), $au<ri<x5ns
(Homer , A 578
J
,
and, on the authority of Prise ian, I.e.,
,
Av^o-
4>cCf<^>v (<$><xfos ) . Curtius, p. 296, Heyne, p. 46, Gatzert, p. 21,53,
and Fick-Bechtel
,
p. 384 interpret the ending -4)u>vae derived
from 4>o-p-
.

grew up to be a pessimistic objector, others, at leant, if not
the parents, mi^ht interpret the name aa meaning "Contradicens"
,
1.
"Back-talker". Thus it micrht have been that people came to
regard this name aa appropriate to an objector, and to use it
3.
thus as a nickname. In any event, whatever the original
meaning of Avn^wv, an unKympathet io person mi^ht always, in
jest or earnest, interpret it as contradicena without doin^
violence to the root-meaning or the formation.
Now the distinctive features of Antipho's character are
3.
pessimism and contrariness. The poet was acquainted with the
name Antipho, and the more obvious meaning would first be
4.
thought of, namely, "the talker-back". The element of simi-
larity of sound undoubtedly played a considerable part, as an
audience would almost invariably associate * with <^>covr{.
Besides, the poet might expect a Roman audience to feel no
connection between the name and 4>a>s or ^qlIw , and less likely
a connection between the character and "light", since it ic
Phaedria, not Antipho, who "shines", i..e. is cheerful and
easily pleased. Therefore it seeme not unreasonable to sup-
pose that the poet, with the obvious relation to4>covnin mind,
chose the name Antipho as appropriate to the figure of a
pessimistic objector.
***********
1. Forcellini, s..v.
2. For the frequency of the name, see ibid., Pros. Att.,
1375 - 1307, Thesaurus L. L
.
, s .v.
,
Pape-Benseler , 3. v.
,
Gatzert,
p. 21; add C. I. L . , 6, 7225; 9, 5193.
3. In vv. 153sqq., 465eqq.
,
683sqq. ,696aqq.
,
830sqq.
,
855,
he raises objections or finds fault with, himself, Phaedria,
himself again, Geta, Oeta a^ain, things
/
in general, and Seta.
t
4. Cf . <xvTi 4><x<tkoo , (xvtl <t>np.v , avri xiyc* with the rare avn4cxww.

PHAEDRIA. The character of Phaedria ia sharply contrasted
with that of his cousin, Antipho. They enter the stage ap-
parently in the midst of a conversation (vv. 153sqq.). Antipho
begins by complaining of his own conduct; Phaedria is sur-
prised at first (v. 156), and, as soon as he discovers the
trouble, tries in a cheerful way to prove to him how happy he
really is. Later, when Antipho runs away, he undertakes to
meet his uncle, Demipho, and try to pacify him. He approaches
with a beaming face, full of cheer and good humor (vv. 3543qq),
which he maintains throughout a rather stormy scene. The
encounter with Dorio is very trying (vv.4R5eqq), but he ex-
hibits the marks of a perfect gentleman throughout, and only
because he is in a desperate plight, is he discouraged. It
is never sheer despondency, for he braces up soon, and asks
what he is to do (v. 534). A marked indication that his re-
versal of form was only temporary, is the sudden return to
his natural disposition of cheerfulness when Geta promises to
get the money (v. 559, "0 lepidum.").
The difficulty we had with the root <J>o- (*bhar) , in the
name Antipho does not appear in the name Phaedria, because* of
its immediate derivation from the adject ive ($>on.&eos , "bright",
when applied to persons, "joyful, optimistic". The name was
rather common in Greece, and must have been regarded as a
1.
gentleman's name.
+ *#******
1. Pros. Att., 13935 - 45, Pape-Benseler , s.v
.
, I.G. TV,
1154, C.I.G. TI, 3371. Gatzert (p. 35) ia mistaken in stating
that Phaedria in Turpilius (fr.TI of Lemmiae, Ribb
.
,p . 113 ) , and
in I.G. 11,1856, is the name of slaves, for the former is un-
doubtedly a ransomed soldier ("redempto" ) , and the latter in
T.ivong the t itult sepulcralee civium Atheniensium . because of
the addition of the deme-name.
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Phaedria is an average young ©an with the exception of his
optimism. He shows a beaming countenance, and a cheery heart
beyond the type of young men in comedy, even beyond the aver-
age young man anywhere in real life. Therefore his io an
individualizing name, and eminently appropriate to his dis-
posit ion
.
DEMIPHO is a very respectable old man. He is honest
(vv .339,678,954)
,
though somewhat acquisitive (vv. 69, 394, 644,
664) as old men are apt to be in comedy (cf. Ad. ,831eqq. )
,
and reluctant to part with his money; in fact, Chremes has to
furnish most of the money with which to bribe Phormio (vv.
679sqq.). He believes he is exceedingly cautious, and does
not intend any one shall play a trick on him (v. 713). But
the stronger his character is, the more easily he falls into
the meshes of Phormio' s trickery as applied by Geta. Moreover,
he is a bit testy, and when irritated, can be very out-spoken
(vv ,436sqq. ,930sqq. ) . Although rather suspicious of his bro-
ther (vv . 572sqq. ) , yet he is always faithful and helpful to
him (v. 590). On the whole, he is about the beat type of the
old man in comedy, set in relief by his brother, Chremea.
1 . 3
.
The Greek form of the name is Atj/a. o <^u>v , from S^p-os ,
"deme"
,
"district", and the root 4>a, for which see the die-
3.
cuss ion of the name Antipho. It is a common name; and in
***********
1. Lindsay, L.L.,p.231: "Latin i may represent any short
vowel in an unaccented syllable not long by position. n Cf.
Corsaen, Vokalismus, II, p. 319.
2. Fick-Bechtel
, pp. 94sq.
3. Pros. Att.,3693 - 3701; Pape-Benseler , s . v . , Forcellinl,
s.v.
,
Schmidt, p. 186 . A-n^o^ov , Homeric Hymns, IT, 334, 248;
Ar\^e^ Hiae Parva, fr. XVIII; DemophoontaJrVergil , Aen. 11,675
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i.
comedy used usually of old men.
One might well compare Demipho with Demea (Adelphoe),
though he Is the honest townsman, whereas Demea is the honest
farmer. Both are thrifty, high-tempered, and pride themselves
that no one can deceive them (Ad. ,vv.396,546sqq. ) . Demea is
much more set in his opinions, and uncompromising with his
brother* a manner of living. His severity sets him off as an
2.
exaggerated and hence rarer type of old man. (Ad., v. 866).
Although Demea and Demipho bear names that have much the
same general significance, the former is individualized as an
extremely stern and violent countryman, whereas Demipho re-
presents the current and conventional virtues of a good
3.
citizen. Therefore, his name suggests that he is something
more than the typical old man of comedy, who was not, on the
whole, any too reputablea pillar of society, i.e ., he is an
honest, upright, and just man of the people.
PHORMIO is first mentioned by Geta in a highly descrip-
tive way, the cue to his whole character and action: "Est
parasitus quidam Phormio, homo confidena." (vv . 122sq. ,cf
.
4. 5.
337sqq.). Parasites, aa a class, are edaces, scapegoats
6.
and buffoons, flatterers, and poor men or beggar h. Phormio
***********
1. Plautus, Cistellaria and Mercator; Theopompos, fr. 43
(X. ,1,745); Ephippos, fr. 16 (K. ,11,359).
2. Legrand, tr.,p.l31.
3. Of. Elmer, "representative man"; Dziatzko-Hauler , "ein
paasender Name fur einen alteren Burger".
4. There is much uncertainty as'to the origin of the
parasite in society and in comedy. Oiese ha3 written a disser-
tation on the subject. For the earlier literature, see Ribbeck,
Rtim. Dichtung, p. 88, Kolax; Dieterich, p. 42; Lorenz, Epicharmos,
p. 145; Moulton, p. 262.
5. Of. v.335, Heaut.,v.38, Hor
.
,Ep. ,3 ,1 ,173
,
Apul
.
,Flor
.
,16.
6. Cf. Plautus, Stichue,231,228,454, Alciphron,3.
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haa the common traits of gluttony (vv. 335, 1053) , and poverty
(vv.334,~e$2,903aqq). There la another clasa of profeaaional
men in comedy, the sycophants. Their chief characterist ica
are impudence, acandal-mongery > and sharp law practice.
Phormio is the sycophant par excellence in extant comedy.
He is a profeaaional shyster whoae buaineas it is to w aet
2.
quietly-disposed people by the eara, and stir up law-suita".
To Phaedria he gives his services, and remaina faithfully by
3.
him; he rune a risk of a law- suit; awindlea Dernipho out of
money for Antipho a benefit (vv.l33,332aq. ,476,561aq. ,884sq. )
.
He 1b not the sycophant that the modern term connotes, but is
an impudent lawyer, who earns his living by services rendered
to friendly patrons (see vv. 338-348 for his rule of conduct).
Now Terence concentrates our attention upon two traits
of Phornio, sycophancy and poverty. To the Romans the name
4
.
became a byword for an impudent rascal, an "homo confidena".
His poverty ia made the more notable by the abaurd pretenaion8
to wealth (he owns a farm, a house, he needs servants for his
wife (vv. 661-667) , and something to pay his debta -to be able
to contract debts is generally an indication of some financial
rating - hia father owned enough land to let a poor friend
have enough of it to eke out a living upon, and he Invites
•Phaedria to drink with him at hia home (v. 037)).
**#*****
-219 ,31^,3 5^ ,
1. Don. on vv.3r^3: nv&&& gwj^&xWt." See Legrand, tr.,p.73.
2. Schlegel, ^.c.
3. Yv.l036,1048aq. , cf. Gieae, p. 31.
4. Cicero, pro Gael., 27: "nec minua niger nec confidena
quam llle Terentlanua eat Phormio." Cf. Idem, de N. D. , III ,93;
Auooniua, Epiat
.
,32 ,3 ,9
.
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The name $oppAa>v is derived from t^op^tos (fyepco, "I carry")
and the deminutive auffix -ujv , possibly through the influence
1.
of fyopjJLiov , "a little mat of rushes". The word §0^6$ may
2
.
mean either "a rush basket" (Hea
.
,Hdt
.
,Polyb
. ) , or "a rush
3. 4
mat" (Hdt.), or "a seaman's cloak made of rushes" (Thcocr.,
Paus., cf, Gripus in Plautus' Rudens).
There have been a few attempts to explain the significance
of this name. In addition to the bare hints given above on the
meanings, there are three important statements of Donatua,
(1) Praefatio: "nulla dubitatio eat ... errare eos qui in
hoc Phormionem paras i turn put ant a formula litis, quam intend-
erit, nominatum, cum Graeca lingua fiscus aparteus et stramen
nautlcum sic dicatur: cuius rei vel capacitate vel vilitate
etiam ab Apollodoro parasitus Phorm5onis nomine nunsupatur ;
"
(2) on v. 36: ^op^tov te?iculum dicunt Graeci, a quo inster-
nitur pavimentum, - unde $op^iujv correpta prima ayllabla apud
Apollodorum est. non ergo a formula ut quidam putant - et
inde parasitus, vilisnimae condicionia homo, nomen accepit;
si a formula eaaet nomen oomoediae, produceremua primac
eyllabam, ei a phormione, corripere debemus;" (3) on v. 122:
"Phormlo non a formula aed a phormione dictus aparteo, quern
**********
1. Fick-Bechtel, p. 343: "Die verkleinernde Bedeutung
liest deutlich vor in dem Ariatoph. Frieden, 314 acherzhaft
gebildeten Ethnikon 'Att»kio?v ("Athenerlein" <"Maater Attic,"
RogeraS). Wo die Endung -u>v dieaen Werth hat, gehort aie zu
dem verkleinernden -tov." Cf. p. 311, and Peppier, p. 36.
3. Xoenig, p. 30; Riley, "osier basket".
3. Don. on v. 36, "tegiculum, a quo inaternitur pavimentum".
Dziatzko-Hauler
,
p. 88, "Decke, Matte".
4. Don. Praef., "atrarcen nauticum"; Bechtel, Spitz©, p. 81.
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noa erronem dicimua trivialiter et pro conauetudine . " We are
giving the quotations at length to show the ideaa of Donatus
on this particular name, and incidentally to add further evi-
dence to the antiquity of the belief in significant names, and
1.
attempts at etymologizing, Sargeaunt (p. 63) states that
"Phormio ia the normal stage name of an adventurer". Kock
(III, p. 385) and Gatzert (p. 55) believe that the name is merely
a general class designation, from the famous parasite of
2.
Seleukos
.
There is another famous man by the name of Phormio, the
Athenian general. One of his notable characteristics waa
poverty. He became &ri/io§ once becauae he could not pay a
3.
fine. As a general, he waa distinguished for sharing hard-
ships with the soldiers. This is referred to by the chorus
in Aristophanes* Peace, which bewails its troubles and pallets
4.
because they are such as also fell to the lot of Phormio.
Now there ia very ^probably a pun here on the word $op^ua5V,
deminutive of ^op^s, meaning "a little mat", and thus syn-
onymous with <m/3aff , "a pallet stuffed with rushes", the bed
' 5.
of the soldier on campaigns. Furthermore, we find in Suidas
***********
1. See introduction, t>. 3.
2. Ap<,<rf o&tj/ios &' 'ev /3
r yeXolcdV clito ftv^ovevju, krcov TTapoL-
<riToi/s 'a.-uccypd^ei .
.
."LekEVKov &e 4)o lL ^oV<3t • Athenaeue, 6,344.
Very likely thia is the origin of the Phormio in the Diabolos
of Apollodoros (see Me In. , I ,465,6; Kock, III ,285) . Phormio is
the title of a play of Valerius (Fibbeck,p .367 ) . It is futile
to try to determine whence he and Terence derived their
characters of Phormio.
3. See Thucydides, 1,117; 2,80-92; 3,7.
4. See Merry's note on Aristoph. Peace, v. 347.
5. Paley suggests this in his note ad loc. Cf . also
Plutarch, Marius, ch. 7: £tu erifta&os (aald of a general).
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aub ^opfttcov : Kou Trapou^LLcx* |)opju,La)Vor <TTL(3as e-Trt t&v ei/r^Atov
("de villous lectis"); also the 8cholion ad Ariatophanea'
Peace, v. 347: Sio kclL <m/Soi8of tine foQfLu&v&s . St. Chryaostom
speaka of the poor as having to go too often to their pallets
of straw, ouggeating that a bed of straw, either a crrtpas
or a ^op^^s , fell by lot to the poor. To a similar effect is
the modern Italian phrase for a poverty-stricken man, "povero
2.
in canna", "a poor man on a rush mat".
There are other Phormios, ranging from an orator to a
3.
<?alley-piper , slave of Dion of Phrearrios; the name is
4.
common in every Greek community, so that it cannot be said
to fit any one class or type.
It remains to determine Terence's use of the name Phorraio.
In the first place, there must have been a folk-etymology of
the name, connecting it with formula, M a law-suit". The
polemic of Donatua makes it certain that this view was widely
held by commentators . We must agree that the word is not
derived from formul a, but we must grant the existence of a
folk-etymology in that the Romans may have associated Phorraio
with formula through similarity of sound, especially as
Phormio brings on a law-suit. There is, however, no word-play
since Terence does not use formula, but dica(m) (v. 439) for a
***********
1. Horn. ,66 in Math. ,655D: CTifikSa \6prov. See Roger's
note on Aristoph. Peace, v. 347.
3. Nencini, p. 113, note 2. Cf. our proverbial expressions
"poor as a church mouse", as Job's turkey", and "See saw
Marjorie Daw, Sold her bed and lay on straw".
3. Demosthenes, 30; 18,139. Also eight others in his works,
for which 3ee the index in Blass' ed.,1998.
4. Proa. At t
.
,14943-61
;
Pape-Benaeler , a. v.
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law-suit. Secondly, we have the explanation of Pziatzko-
Hauler (p. 88): "wohl von Ac^^s ' Decke, Matte' mit Rucksicht
1.
auf das bequeme Weaen solcher Leute vgl. 339aqq7, which Laming
(p. 69) explains aa "aignify ing ... the eaoe with which such
persona adapt themselves to circumstancea" . Thia does not,
we believe, strike the key note to Phormio f s character, which
is clearly poverty, emphasized especially by pretenses of
wealth. Also, he in individualized, within his class, as a
man who by hi a wits rather than by his wit earns his living.
Then again, there is another explanation, that of Bechtel
(Spitz., p. 81): "zu Grunde liegt tyo^os , das Kleid des
Schiffero". Since thia is but a derived meaning, and rare,
and has no aignificance unless it were given to a "Schiffer",
thia explanation is entirely untenable.
To sum up, the character of Phorinio iB individualized
from the typical sycophant-parasite with special concentration
on one outstanding feature, his poverty. Therefore, a name
which is associated with a very poor man by denotation, con-
notation, and a folk-etymology , is eapecially appropriate to
such a character as the poet has portrayed Phormio.
HEGIO is clearly leader of the advocatea, for he appears
first, acting aa apokesman, and Demipho addressee him first
(v. 446). As spokesman, he calls upon Cratinus to deliver his
***********
1. Phormio generalizes on the ways of hia type, referring
especially to the lower class of fawning diner a-out.

opinion. Then he offers hie own. When the three have epcken,
it is Hegio who says, "numquid nos vis?" (v .458) , a formula
for courteous leave-taking.
This name/Hy in Greek, is a deminutive noun of agent
1.
fromSiyeop-ac , "I lead, take charge of". It seems to have
been appropriate for a respectable old man, as the father of
Tyndarus and Philocrates in the Captivi of Plautus, and the
old man in the Adelphoe, the defender of the family of his
3.
deceased friend, Simulus. It is common in Athens, and in the
3.
form 'Aytwv it occurs in three inscriptions* of Delphi.
The special appropriateness of this name is, accordingly,
placed beyond all doubt,
CRATINUS : KpolTlvoc . The derivation is from Kparos,
' 4.
"strength" , k pare <o , W I am strong". Such was the name of a
dramatist of the Old Comedy, and one of the Middle Comedy; it
5.
was very common throughout Greece; it seems to suggest a
wealthy and influential man. The name occurs in the Aninaria
cf Plautus (v. 866), and in the Adelphoe (v. 581): "Cratini
huius ditie aedes", upon which ftonatus comments: "nomen in-
venit diviti Cratinus fold tou k parous ; id est a potentia",
the inevitable concomitant of wealth.
******* ****
1. So Gatzert, p. 16; Koenig, p. 15, who quotes Kuretus:
ocrrd rou ^Y£L<r&a«-
t a ductu seu principatu. For the suffix - foov,
see under Phormio.
3. Pros. Att. 6359-67.
3. C. I. G. 1,1700,1691,1709.
4. Don. on Ad., v. 581, Fick-Bechtel
,
p. 173, Gatzert, p. 57.
5. Pros. Att. 8750-64, Schmidt, p. 185.
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It ia not unreasonable to suppose that the poet chose
this name to suggest the "strong" man in the group of advocat i
,
who waB to ?lve the bold counsel, to defy the law, and restore
thinp-a to the status gup ant£. (vv .449-452 )
.
CRITO. This name, KpiTo,v, from Kfnvo, «i decide", "I
choose", may have two meanings, an active, "the judfre" (of.
/ 1- X ^ 2 *
KpcTT|S ) t a passive, "the chosen one" (of, Kp<-"ros ) #
According* to Pape-Bcnseler (p. xx), the suffix -<ovis for
nouns of agent from adjectives in -6s; he, however, trans-
lates the name, "Pichter" (p. 731 s.v.). Erugmann-Thumb (pp.
2208q.) says that the suffix -«»v "hatte... die Funktion ein
weaen zu bezeichnen" . On the analogy of such alternate forms
as Aoku-v, Au > Axy-uv, ^ap-ifv, the active meaning of Kewu>
seems possible, if not preferable. It is also true that not
all proper names in -a>v come from adjectives in -o<;, as, among
other examples, Xp-n^v from \fim&yW from kffU ; (3ar^v
fromfiatv^o ( c f . Eupu^aT-nc, Homer, A, 320. B , 184 ), FAuKosv from
yAuKog, yacrrfoiv from Yatcr
'
rTiP# <t^CKa,v from ^ockt]. Furthermore,
there is in Latin the ending -£ to make active nouns of agent,
as aleo, erro , caupo, gerro. Although the name can be derived
from KpiTos , and mean the "chosen" man, it does not seem
especially suitable for a lawyer.
**********
1. Elmer, "the judge"; Forcell lni ,ano -r*G k^itoG , "ita
ut sit qui litem dirimat arbiter ut in Andria Terentii."
Cf, Schulze, p. 74, 423.
3. Gatzert ,p.l7 :"eelectus" ; Fick-Bechtel , p. 177, "ausge-
achiedener "
.
3. Cf. Ostoff, 11,50; Peppier, p. 33.
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Crito is the third speaker in the group of a^vocati,
who would naturally be expected to cast the deciding vote.
In the Andria, a man by this name does decide the point at
issue. Similarly, in the Phormio, Critc is the judge who
makes the decision. There is undoubtedly a take-off here on
contemporary arbiters and informal arbitrations, and the jest
is especially in point at Rome where there was the recognized
form of verdict, a "non lijauet" decision. For Crito says: "Ego
amplius deliberandum censeo . " (vv .457sqq. ) . In such wise, then,
the name is appropriate to Critc as the judge.
DORIO exemplifies the typical traits of the lenone s
,
cupidity, and dishonesty. But he differs from others in his
insistence upon the act of giving" (witness the repetition of
1.
forms of the verb do ). Therefore that is the characteristic
Terence meant to emphasize.
2.
The name
,
Aoie/^v , is derived from&c^eov, "gift", with
the ending
-
icov, which must be a diminutive, as in Phormio,
3.
with a special derisive connotation. It is a common name,
4.
especially for slaves.
***********
de*
.
da (v. 532), dare
,
(v .532) , dandumst (v. 533).
2. Fick-Bechtel
,
p. 104;" Kbenig, p. 31; Gatzert, p. 53;
Dziat zko-Hauler
,
p. 88; Laming, £.69. Koenig, 1 .c_. , erroneous
ly> suggests Se^u
,
"spear". Lambertz, p. I, IS, Riley, Gray,
ed. Plautus' Epidicus, p.xxxi, Jones, ed. Plautus ' Menaechmi,
p. 119, also wrongly, derive the name from AuM{5r*5.
3. Cf. Peppier, p. 34.
4. See Gatzert, p. 52; Lambertz, I.e.; Pros. Att. s.v.
Grenfell & Hunt, Tebtunis Papyri, Index.

The name Dorio clearly suggests the man who harps on
the idea of giving, and hence is highly appropriate to a leno
who, by an unusual emphasis upon the act of giving, is thus
individualized.
CHREMES is an old man, brother of Bemipho. He is poor
(v.587), and a spendthrift (v. 708), and his ideas of honesty
are not above question (vv .679sqq. ) . His nature is shifty
(vv.567sqq. ) Receiving (vv . 579sqq
. ) , and the distinctive mark
of this is his constant hemming and squirming when in tight
X *
places. Hie double life, go full of deception toward every-
body, even his brother (v. 574), leads him into a great deal of
trouble, and hence he is often in embarassment or downright
fear (v. 741). The interjection hem is used twice by Geta,
once by Phaedria ("alas"), thrice by Demipho, twice by Nausi-
strata, thrice by Chremes (v. 749, v. 941, "fear", v. 1040,
"annoyance"); ehem
, once by Geta, once by Phormio ("ho-ho"),
once by Chremes (v. 796, "caution"). Chremes UBes this ex-
pression the most frequently; it usually signifies fright or
embarrassment
,
expressing the clearing of the throat natural
under such circumstances.
The name X^n^A<> is derived from the root \^u- t primitive
2.
Indo-European » ghrem. "roar, rattle". From this root, in
3.
Greek, come x^n^o, , ^ey.i-r(^ t "neigh"; also xeeVW°^»
***********
1. rogas? (v. 574), ah (v. 809), iam recte (v. 7981, recte
(v. 813), heus (v. 819), nil est. (v
.995T7 at"Tv .1002)
,
hem, ehem
,(see below)
.
2. Boisacq, 8..V. ^£C;M(^£o .
3. Compare the metaphor from the neigh insr of stallions,
in describing lewd men, the LXX, Jeremiah^ ,87
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1.
"I clear my throat", "hem and haw".
The name Chremes was borne by ae Athenian archon (326/5
B.C.), a grammateus (348/7 B.C.), an ephebos (326/5 B.C.);
hence it is a respectable name, AIbo we find it in Aristo-
phanes (Eccl
.
,v.477)
,
Antiphanea (fr.191, K., II, p. 90), Alci-
phron (Ep.,2,32,3; 4,2,5; 1,13,1-3), Men ander (see Meineke,
IV, p. 323), Lucilius (v. 751, Marx), Plautus (Asin.,866), Cicero
(de Fin., 1,1, 3), Sidonius Apollinaris (1,11,13), Horace (Sat.,
1,10,40; Epod.,1,33; Ep.,2,3,84), Athenaeus (6,323A), Aelian
(Ep.,9). It was a common name, then, and in Latin seemed to
be regarded ae the nickname, so to speak, of a miser (esp.
Hor
.
,Epod. ,1 ,33)
.
Terence has portrayed Chremes as an old man who is con-
stantly in embarassing positions, and has much difficulty
extricating himself. It is natural for old men to hem and haw;
it is also natural for people of any age to hem and haw when
they are annoyed and confueed. It seems certain, then, that
the poet has chosen a name which would suggest to the audience
just such an old man as Chremes.
B0PHR0NA, the nutrix, had assumed the headship of the
household at the death of Phanium's mother, and had arranged
for the marriage with Antipho (v. 730). She did this "interea
vita ut in tuto foret" (v. 734), and also as she says: "Ego
autem, quae easem anus desert a ,egens , ignota, Ut potui nuptum
**«*****
1. Cf. the Latin screo , "I hawk", from ^sqer-, "separate".
See Walde , a. v. screa.
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virginem locavi huic adulescent i
,
H (vv .751sqq
. ) , and again:
"quo modo hanc amans habere posset Sine dote." (vv.756aq.).
To be sure, this marriage wa3 practically forced upon her, but
the outcome shows her prudence. She was wise .according to her
standards, in doing the best she could under the stress of
circumstances. Further, she shows matter-of-fact prudence
by cutting short Chromes • effusions , and asking him what was
to be done (vv.762sq.); and later she promises not to tell
his secret (v. 765). Moreover, she is distinguished from
1.
many other nurses by her modesty and temperance ; she was
forced to make the marriage (v. 733); she is shocked at Chremes
when he wonders if Antipho also has two wives.
3.
The Greek name Zco^^or^ , feminine of £a>4>eovo$ , is derived
3.
from the adject ive <rJ>4> ea)V , which means both "sensible" and
4. 5.
"temperate", in turn derived from <ro><5 (Vorojp.) t and ^e^W,
,
literally "sound mind". The name was common especially at
6. 7.
Delphi; often the name of a nurse, apparently with some
notion of suitability.
Therefore the name is indicative of the character of
Sophrona according to both senses of the name, prudence, and
temperance
.
***********
1. Cf. Canthara in the Adelphoe, and Keauton; Mysis and
Lesbia in the Andria.
2. Etym. Magnum, 87,35.
3. Elmer, p. 74; Gatzert, p. 44.
4. Fick-Bechtel
,
pp. 257-8; Eechtel , Att. Frauen
.
,p . 33
.
5. Fick-Bechtel, p. 282; Arcadius, 102,6.
6. Lambertz, 11,6, gives five examples on inscriptions of
Delphi, 200-100 B.C. See"; also, Gatzert, p. 44.
7. As in Menander'e Hero, Epitrepontes ; the Eunuchus,
and Aristaenetus
,
Ep.,1,6.
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NAUSISTRATA. The chief role of Nausi strata is a "cam-
paign" against her husband Chremea , which she wins by the aid
of Phormio, her captain. Although Demipho reminds her of her
usual good nature (v. 784), she rarely exhibits it in her action.
For she has a violent temper (vv .782sqq. ,1009sqq. ) , and in
anger and scorn at Chremes she expresses a desire to be a man
(v.792,"Vlrum me natam vellera^.In other respects she acts as
atypical matrona might . (cf . vv .784sqq. ,814sq. ,1031sqq. )
.
Nao<rt<r<re<vrr^ the Greek form of the name, is composed of
1 . 2
.
vaC<; , and <r-rC <vro's • Tne nacie occurs in two fragments of
Philemon (fr.66, K. ,11,425; fr.132, K. ,11,519), twice in
Athens (Pros, Att
.
,10585-86) , and the masculine form on two
inscriptions (C. I. G.,I, 183,781). The obviously correct
interpretation, "magnif icum nomen a copiis naval ibus, quarum
gloria populus Atheniensie aliquando floruit", is ascribed
to Muretus by Eoenig (p. 9)', but to Sohreveliua (ed.1644) by
Schmieder (p. 313). This merely suggests that the name was
respectable, and fit for a well-to-do citizen. Such is,
to be sure, Nausistrata in the Phormio.
Therefore, what meaning there is to this name, clearly
indicates the character of Nausistrata, a woman of means
(vv .788sqq. ) , with a tempestuous and war-like disposition,
3
.
involved in a "campaign" against her husband.
******* + *
1 .Fick-Bechtcl ,p.214, Bechtel, op. git ., pp.37 sq.
3. Idem, p. 33; Gatzert, p. 59.
3. Cf . o-f^oLT-ft^ f "I make a campaign". Dziat zko-Hauler
,
p. 88: "N. scheint mit dem zweiten Teile des Wortes auf die
atreitbare Sinneaart der Namenatragerin hinzuweisen, " and
Elmer, p. 74: "the woman on the war-path".
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DORCIUM. This name occurs but once, where Geta telle
a slave to give the bap of money to Borcium (v. 102). No
or contubernali s.
doubt this is his wlfeA We do~not know anything of her
character or role, other than that she seems to take charge
of the money in her family.
1.
It is probably a pet name, given on account of bright
3. 3.
eyes, or slenderness, either one a quality admired in a
woman. The name is very common both in the simple form, and
4.
in the n Koaeform w .
All we can oay , in regard to thi« name, is that it ia
not inappropriate of a pretty maid-oervant , who, perhaps in
later years, might have been allowed to marry a faithful old
slave like Geta.
PHANIUM. This girl does not appear at all in the action.
She is. neither a meretrix , nor a slave, but an Athenian citi-
zen (vv. 114, 415) ; the name (like "Bright eyes" ) was probably
given to her by her nurse, or even parents, as a "Koaename"
on account of her striking beauty, which, in fact, is all we
know about her, (vv\lC4sqq. ,815,896; the last two passages
speak for her good breeding.).
***********
I.Aoqkiov . diminutive cf Ao^k^i "gazelle". Cf. Priscian,
p. 148: "inveniuntur apud comicos feminarum quoque propria quae
in hanc terminat ionem diminut ionis sive adulationis amatoriae
causae proferuntur ut Glycerium, Phanium...".
3. Gatzert, p. 33; Xoenig, p. 31.
3. Bechtel, Att. Fr., p. 91. Cf. Lucretius, IV, 1161:
"nervosa et lignea iorcaa"
.
4. See Bechtel, op_. cit..
, p. 87; Copalle, p. 33; Lambert z,
IIJ3j Gatzert, pp. 33aq. ; Ritechl, III, p. 309. Add C.I. A.,
II, 836.93, 3310.
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The etymology of thia name 1b: Javiov
,
diminutive of
(Jxxvo^, "torch"
,
4><\vos
,
-r[,
-oy, "bright", from 4>ouvuj, from
1.
^4>apos» "light". The accent seems to have been on the penult,
3.
with the antepenult long, though it appears in the MS? as
<£c\viov. Herodian drawa the analogy Kqoafov from xe u <rosi
(757,33). Names in -ioV seem to have been given to meretricea
or alaves, and regarded as appropriate as diminutives and pet
3. 4.
namea. But here the name is borne by an Athenian citizen,
and therefore it was not yet distinctly a class name, but a
"Koeename"
,
appropriate and respectable enough for any girl
distinguished for her beauty.
PAMPHILA. All that we know about her is that she is a
slave to Dorio, and hence a meretrlx. and that she and Phaedria
were in love. (vv. 80sqq.). But in this, she is not at all
specialized, for any other meretr lx might be an apparently
faithful mistreafl of a young man.
This name jTTcx^.,^,^^, ig composed of Wv and 4>»X^ ,4>)Xei*>,
5
.
"I love". If the prefix is adverbial, the name means "the
wholly loving"; if nominal, "the all-loving". The latter mean-
6.
ing is especially appropriate to meretricea
,
among whom the
*** **** ****
1. Fick-Bechtel
,
p .273 : 4>^ v- t comparing u-rre^ n^okros* , but
this is unsupportable
.
2. Bechtel, 0£. c_it
. , p. 122, note.
3. Etym. M., 783, 45]" Gatzert, pp.60sq.; Koenig, pp.31sq.;
Prise ian, I . c.
4. I think Donatus is mistaken in his observation: "apud
veteres peregrinae mulieres in meretrioum numero habebantur"
(on v. 415, Ad.). Phanium is not called a meretrlx in the play,
and Phormio is very insistent that she is a citizen; besides,
the whole plot depends upon her citizenship.
5. Fick-Bechtel
,
pp. 329, 280; Gat zert ,pp . 59aq. ; Bechtel ,p . 30.
6. Breitenbach, p. 117.
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1.
name seems to have been common. But it also occurs as the
2.
name of Athenian citizens. Ae in the Stichus of Plautus, where
3.
Pacphila seems to be named for her love of her husband, the
here 4.
u
5.
courtesan AhaB passed from the "all-lover' to the entire-lover
of Phaedria. Therefore the name was not limited to the class
of meret rices, but could have an appropriateness as an indi-
vidual designation of a citizen even. We can only say, in the
present instance, that the name is appropriate for a much-loving
mistress, faithful, at least, in the action of the play.
6.
STILPO. This is the alias which Chremee used in Lemnos
(v. 389). The name 2lti'"Xtto>v is derived from the radical <rn>tx -
,
7.
in the adjective o"t-iXttv '<;, and in the verb ar-nX^, "I gleam",
8,
which i3 the softened form. Hence it means the "shining,
sleek man", especially fitting a lascivious old gentleman,
who is no longer faithful to his wife, but rjoes off and plays
the gallant with other women. The audience would feel the humor
9
.
in the sharp contrast between Chremea, "the Shiner", in Lemnos,
*#*#****
1. Athenaeus, 13, 591d.
2. Pros. Att., 11521-23; Gatzert
,
p. 39 ; Breitenbach,p.ll7
.
3. Mendelsohn, p. 63.
4. Pape-Benseler , s.v
. ,
"Alvina"; Coaaok,p . 400 , "allliefeende".
5. "A fideli amore", Erasmus, quoted in SchmieAer, Andria.
Cf. v. 518.
6. The form Stilpho has come down to us in all the MSG
(Stilpkonem, A.), but the reading Stilpo occurs in a lemma of
Codex Monacensis of Donatus, on v. 389 (Schlee, Pchol
.
,p.28;
cf. Dziat zko-Hauler
,
p. 244).
7. Fick-Becht el
,
p. 354; Koenig, p. 16; Gatzert omits.
8. Curtiua, p. 539.
9. Cf . o-ti'x^wv, a name of Mercury.
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1.
and Chromes , "the Hen-pecked-huaband" , in Athena.
MIDAS. He i9 the slave-boy of Phanium, mentioned but
3.
once, in verae 863. The name ia a common one for a elave,
3,
derived from hia native land. It ia not inappropriate for a
delicate oervant, who apparently ia in charge of the yuva-tv^vT-ri^
aa the name auqjgeata oriental wealth and luxury.
1. It might be obaerved, in passing, that Stilpo, cf the
Megarian school, an older contemporary of Menander, who, ac-
cording to report a of hia friends, waa somewhat addicted to
wine and women, may have had some influence upon Terence in
hia choice of an appropriate aliaa for Chremea.
2. Ariatophanea, Waape, v. 433; ejt alii , aee Gatzert, pp.
10, 11, 48.
3 . St rabo
, 12 , 5G7 : t«. tt<a\(\»ol twv eoycuv o ik^tti ^ i <v IV\ t. <$o o .
Cf. Grasberger,p.43; Koenls;,p . 33; Mlamowltz, 11,176.
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